Abstract. Traditional control strategy study of the multi-axial electro-hydraulic shaking table(MAEHST) is based on linear model, ignoring the coupling and nonlinearity factors, which results in the waveform distortion and the control precision. To overcome these limitations, a model considering the hydraulic system nonlinearity and mechanical coupling using the software Simulink/SimMechanics is built. A vibration decoupling control strategy based on multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system identification is proposed to improve the waveform replication precision. The proposed control method applies the MIMO H 1 estimator to identify frequency response function matrix (FRFM) of the system, not only considering the diagonal element, but the off-diagonal element to acquire the coupling characteristics of six degrees of freedom (DOFs) of MAEHST. And then the inverse frequency response function matrix (IFRFM) is calculated using the singular value decomposition technique to obtain the drive signal combined with the reference signal. Simulation experiments are carried out, and the results indicate that the MIMO vibration decoupling control strategy successfully minimizes the coupling and improve the waveform replication precision of the shaking table.
Introduction
MAEHST remains irreplaceable position in the vibration test, which is the most reliable and efficient vibration and shock environment replication method to investigate the anti-seismic performance of various structures and articles [1] [2] [3] . In general, MAEHST system has eight or more cylinders to drive the platform to implement six DOFs motion. Thus, the cylinders need to coordinate to ensure the normal and accurate motion of the table. Even so, the cylinders still exist coupling each other during the motion, which results in the poor waveform control precision.
Many investigations [4] [5] [6] have been carried out on the MAEHST vibration control strategy. Guan guangfeng [7] developed the eight degree of freedom control technique and force balance controller to improve the control precision of the system. Yang zhidong [8] researched on MIMO system identification method and proposed a H v technique to improve the system identification precision. Yu haoyang [9] proposed the EV system identification control strategy to implement the acceleration power spectrum replication. Shen gang [10] put forward a method based on adaptive inverse control and an offline feed-forward compensator to obtain better replication accuracy. However, the algorithm ignores the coupling factor which will result in the poor control precision and coupling motion of unexpected DOFs.
Aimed at the problem of the poor vibration control precision of MAEHST system, this paper proposes a control strategy to compensate the system error which is caused by mechanical coupling. And the construction of this paper is organized as follows: Section two describes the MAEHST system including the servo control strategy, which is the foundation of the MAEHST control system. Section three studies vibration decoupling control algorithm by applying the MIMO system identification and IFRFM technique. Nonlinear hydraulic simulation model and mechanical model is built applying software Simulink/SimMechanics and simulation verification is processed in the section four. Section five concludes the main points and conclusion.
The MAEHST system description and servo control system introduction As is shown, Fig.1 is the MAEHST diagram, which contains twelve identical hydraulic cylinders and servo valves. There is one acceleration sensor mounted at the platform as close as each piston rod of cylinder, and one LVDT displacement sensor mounted at each piston rod of cylinder. Twelve cylinders is driven to implement six DOFs of the platform. So the system is a hyper-redundant motion system with six redundant DOFs. Fig.1 The schematic diagram of MAEHST Fig.2 The block diagram of MAEHST control system Fig.2 is the servo control system block diagram of MAEHST. The control system is comprised of signal generator unit, three variable controller, DOF synthesis unit, DOF decomposition unit, pressure balance controller and the platform and load unit. Three variable controller, which means displacement, velocity and acceleration variable, contains three variable feed-forward controller, aiming at broadening system frequency bandwidth, and three variable feedback controller, which is order to improve the stability of the control system. The pressure balance controller is used to reduce the inner force between the cylinders.
The hydraulic model of MAEHST mainly contains four parts: servo valve dynamics equation, servo valve flow equation, hydraulic cylinder flow continuity equation and force balance equation between the hydraulic cylinder and load. A Plummer has described model detailedly [11] , so this paper will not account for this part.
The six DOFs of the MAEHST is defined three translation motions along X,Y,Z coordinate axial and three rotation motions around X,Y,Z coordinate axial. According to the define and the geometry relation, the DOFs are followed by 
The DOF decomposition matrix is the pseudo inverse of the equation (2) 
Where, [·] T is the transpose of the matrix.
Vibration decoupling control Algorithm
In general, due to the nonlinearity of the control and the mechanical coupling between the cylinders, the waveform replication precision of MAEHST system is unsatisfied only using the servo control strategy. The former will cause the distortion of the waveform with harmonic waveforms disturbance, and the later will bring about the coupling motion of the unexpected DOFs.
To solve this problems, a vibration decoupling control technique is proposed combined with servo control strategy to improve the system control precision. And there are four important phases in the control algorithm: the signal generator for MIMO system identification, the MIMO FRFM identification technique, the calculation of MIMO IFRFM and the drive signal generation for the expected reference signal. The total process is (1) Generator of the signal for MIMO system identification. For MIMO system with coupling each other, the drive signal must be uncorrelated to identify the coupling effect. So we apply the software MATLAB to generate six channel standard uniform random white noise signals x(t), and the six channel is uncorrelated each other.
( ) ( , 6) x t rand n = (4) (2) MIMO system identification. Driving the signals to the system, the sensors gather the six channel response signal y(t), and The FRFM H 6X6 (f) is calculated based on H 1 algorithm considering the off-diagonal effect. 6 6 6 6 ( )
The off-diagonal elements of H 6X6 (f) are not fully zeros due to the coupling effect between DOFs.
(3) IFRFM. The IFRFM is the inverse of the FRFM, but the there will not exist inverse if the FRFM is singular, which is common in MAEHST system due to the coupling of nonlinear hydraulic system. If the FRFM is ill-conditioned, although the matrix is not singular, the system might be unstable. So the IFRFM must be processed in this condition. If the FRFM is not ill-conditioned, the IFRFM is
Where, inv(·)is the inverse of a matrix. If the FRFM is ill-conditioned, the IFRFM is
Where, pinv(·) is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse with least squares sense. (4) The drive signal for expected output signal. To get better response signal, which is well matched with the expected reference signal, the drive signal must be corrected according to the system frequency characteristic to reduce the effect of the MAEHST system.
Assumed that the reference signal is r(t), the frequency spectrum of the r(t) is obtained using the fast Fourier transform algorithm (10) Now, driving the corrected time drive signal d(t) to the MAEHST, the system response signal will have better precision and smaller coupling motion, even to zeros.
Modeling and simulation Experimental Verification of decoupling control algorithm
The MAEHST system main parameters are listed in the Tab.1. The model of the system is divided into two main parts: hydraulic model and mechanical model. The hydraulic model is built using the software Simulink and the mechanical is built using the software SimMechanics to simulate the kinematics and dynamics of the MAEHST. The integral model built is shown as Fig.3 , whose mechanical model part is displayed in Fig.4 . The proposed algorithm will be verified through the simulation model. The expected reference signal of X translation DOF is a 40s time random signal with 80Hz frequency width. The reference signal and response signal with only servo control strategy are shown in Fig.5 . And the coupling motions of other five DOFs are displayed in Fig.6 . To convenient analysis, the coupling motion values of rotation DOFs are expressed using cylinders displacement of each DOF. From the Fig.5 and Fig.6 , we can see that the response signal cannot follow the reference signal very well and the deviation is quite large. The biggest coupling motion displacement is up to 0.02mm to the reference signal 0.4mm, which is unacceptable for application. And the Ry DOF coupling motion displacement is relatively larger, because coupling between both is larger due to mechanical factor. Fig.7 is the amplitude-frequency curves of MAEHST FRFM identified using the H 1 identification algorithm. Fig.8 is the amplitude-frequency curves of MAEHST IFRFM. As is shown, the off-diagonal elements are not zeros, which indicate that there are coupling between DOFs. From Fig.9 and Fig.10 , it can be seen that the response signal can follow the reference signal very well with little error. The Ry DOF coupling displacement reduces tremendously, and the others also reduce comparing to the former. The biggest coupling motion displacement is 0.005mm to the reference signal 4mm, which means the control algorithm proposed above reduces the coupling motion displacements and the decoupling control strategy is effective.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a vibration decoupling control strategy aimed at the disadvantage of waveform replication experiment of the MAEHST. The vibration decoupling technique was introduced and the deduced equations were given. The nonlinear simulation model of the six DOFs MAEHST of the IEST in Harbin Institute of technology was built using the software Simulink and SimMechanics. Simulation experiments were implemented using the built model to verify the proposed control strategy. The simulation results proved that control precision were unsatisfied and there bigger coupling motions and the error reduced to the meeting requirement with the vibration decoupling compensation control. Thus the proposed decoupling control algorithm is applicable and valid. 
